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Dragon door knocker
Greenman door knocker
Tree of Life Wooden 15”
A beautiful cold cast resin,
Bring the Greenman into
The Large Tree of Life Book
hand painted dragon’s head
your home with this
Holder is intended to help
door knocker with metal
ornamental door knocker.
keep you from needing to
knocking ring and knob.
Knocker ball shape varies.
crane your neck to read
Comes with mounting plate
Cold cast resin w/ iron ring
while you work.
attached. Approx. 9 1/2” x
& knocker. Resin hole may
5 1/2” x 3”
need slight modification for

$36.95

FDD389

$29.95

FDG759

$34.95

FHBH18

Moon Goddess holder 15”
Wooden holder 10”
Pentagram letter holder 11”
This beautiful book holder
Great for supporting your
A letter holder bearing a
has been sculpted of a
books’ bindings and elevatpentagram with drawer will
single piece of wood. Decoing them from your desk,
hold a few pens, pencils or a
rated with an image of the
altar, or countertop, this
letter opener. Drawer is 8” x
goddess.
book holder is the perfect
1 1/4” x 7/8”. Wood. 8 1/4”
aid for your work in the
x 11” x 3 3/4”
kitchen, office and altar. 4”

$35.95

FHW01

$11.95

FHW10

$37.95

FLH10

4 1/2” Antique lock
4 1/2” Buddha lock
Set of 4 Day Dead Mugs
Great cast iron lock and
Amazing lock and key with
A set of four 14oz. coffee
key set. Reminiscent
symbolic images in the
mugs taking their inspiraof&nbsp;medieval time
detailed piece as well as on
tion from the Calavera
with its antiqued design.
key set. Working lock and
skulls used to celebrate the
This is a working lock with
key but more for display.
Mexican Day of the Dead.
a set of antiqued keys.
4.5” long and 2.5” wide and
Swivel the the little door on
comes with 2 keys on a ring.

$18.95

FLK2

$30.95

FLK4

8” Concave Bagua
7 Chakra Spiral wind chime
Used for thousands of years
This wind chime has an
throughout Asia but preetched brass spiral finished
dominately in China with
on both sides with 4 sets of
later cultural migrations to
colored glass chakra beads.
Japan. The small mirrors at
There are three bells 1 1/4”
the center are surrounded
that nicely ring off of each
by the eight trigrams of
other. Overall 12”

$12.95

FM422

Pentagram, Triquetra, Solomon’s
This elegant wind chime
features a dangling Pentagram, Triquetra, and hexagram symbol sometimes
known as Solomon’s seal,
with copper bells dangling
from each.

$12.95

FW022

9 1/2” Black Pentagram chime
Stamped out of brass and
painted black, this lightweight pentagram features
eight bells that ring musically with every breath of
wind.

$9.95

FW498

$7.95

FW001

FW510

FM2177

$9.95

FW007

Pentagram wind chime 5”
Buddha Chakra wind chime
Supporting two copper
A simple windchime with
bells, this wrought iron
bells hanging from a Budwind chime depicts the
dha. 9 1/2” in length.
mystical symbol of a pentagram.

$6.95

FW023

Long Pentagram wind chime 32”
A stunning 32” long wind
chime made up of brass
pentacles and decorated
with beads and bells. Beautifully strung together on a
brass chain.

$15.95

FW505

Three Bell Triquetra wind chime
3 Bell Triple Moon wind chime
Simple and elegant in deRepresenting the Maiden,
sign, this small wind chime
Mother and Crone, or the
is perfect for hanging by
three aspects of the godwindows, doorways, and
dess, this brass wind chime
altar spaces with its three
displays the Triple Moon
small brass bells and central
and rings musically with
Triquetra image.
three small brass bells.

$6.95

$37.95

Triple Moon wind chime
Triple moon symbol is all
metal with 3 bells suspended on chain. The windchime
is decorated with 4 sets of 4
glass beads. Overall 10”

$7.95

FW512

$7.95

FW035

Brass Triquetra wind chime
This lovely brass wind
chime features an intricate
Triquetra forming its body,
with three small bells dangling from it musically on
chains accented by translucent green beads. 11” x 3”

$6.95

FW508

3 Bell Star and Moon wind chime
Hanging from a slender
chain, this wind chime
displays a crescent moon
characterized by the traditional, sleepy face with a
star dangling between its
points and three brass bells

$7.95

FW513
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Three Bell Pentagram wind chime
Peace wind chime
Stars and Moons wind chime
Focused around a brass
Bring some serenity into
This long wind chime is a
pentagram, this delicate
your home with the brass
beautiful piece for the home
wind chime makes for a
Peace Wind Chime. Danor sacred space, offering
melodic decoration for your
gling from a slender chain,
the musical ringing of brass
sacred space or home.
it focuses upon a peace sign
bells alongside stylized imwhich supports three musiages of stars and moons.
cal brass bells.

$6.95

FW514

9” Tree of Life chime
When you hang this anywhere it is sure to brighten
any space. 9” Tree of Life
Brass chime with perfect
details.

$6.95

FW7538

$6.95

$14.95

$14.95

FW520

29” 3 Tree of Life chime
29” 3 Tree of Life brass
windchime .

FW7539

9” Ankh chime

FW521

Hanging from a its own
chain, this wind chime displays a smooth brass toned
Ankh. Hanging from its
points are three brass bells
hanging beneath. Ankh is
3” x 1 1/4” overall length

$6.95

FW7542

Eye Evil Eye wall hanging
Butterfly Evil Eye wall hanging
Elephant Evil Eye wall hanging
A metal eye complete with
A large bright metal butterEnjoy this 5 jeweled elblown glass evil eye and
fly is bejeweled with faceted
ephant with evil eye glass
evil eye beads, heart eye
blue stones and blown glass
heart bead and tassel. Overbead, and tassel. If you ever
evil eyes. It is over 5” wide
all 10” including tassel.
wanted to watch and repel
and had a glass heart bead
evil this might be the wall
with evil eye beneath. Overhanging you had your eye
all length 10” with tassel.

$4.95

FWH001

$20.95

FWH003

$4.95

FWH004

Flower Evil Eye wall hanging
Hand Evil Eye wall hanging
Hand Evil Eye wall hanging
Hang on your wall or any
Some call it the Hamsa
Some call it the Hamsa hand
where. 4” flower shield with
hand of Fatima. Many
of Fatima. Many cultures
glass evil eyes. A large 1
cultures use this hand for
use this hand for protection
1/2” blown glass eye hangs
protection from evil. This
from evil. This metal verbeneath. Length 9”
metal version included
sion included blown glass
blown glass evil eyes. Hand
evil eyes 3 1/4” wide hand
is 2” wide. Bottom bead
has blue highlights and

$15.95

FWH005

$4.95

FWH007

$8.95

FWH009

40mm Evil Eye wall hanging
Evil Eye wall hanging
60mm Evil Eye wall hanging
Evil eye wall hanging: this
Evil eye wall hanging: this
Evil eye wall hanging: this
is thick blown glass with
is thick blown glass with
is thick blown glass with
an outer ring of translucent
an outer ring of translucent
an outer ring of translucent
deep blue glass and opaque
deep blue glass and opaque
deep blue glass and opaque
inner circles of white, blue,
inner circles of white, blue,
inner circles of white, blue,
and black. Hang where light
and black. Hang where light
and black. Hang where light
can strike it for extra color.
can strike it for extra color.
can strike it for extra color.

$1.50

FWH014

$5.95

FWH015

Fatima Flower Evil Eye wall hanging
Owl Evil Eye wall hanging
New Design! Some call it
Watching owl guards and
the Hamsa hand of Fatima.
wards the area along with
Many cultures use this hand
the evil eye. The metal owl
for protection from evil.
is centered by a translucent
This metal version included
deep blue glass with evil
blown glass evil eyes and
eye design. Above and
faceted stones in the 4 1/4””
below are sparkling light

$10.95

FWH017

Owl Evil Eye wall hanging
Blown glass evil eyes keep
watch with this owl and
crescent moon. Many blue
faceted gems shine and
accent the moon and owl.
Hang on wall or window.
Pewter and glass 10”.

$11.95

FWH021

$15.95

FWH019

$3.95

FWH016

Tree Evil Eye wall hanging
This tree has evil eyes covering it like fruits of blown
glass eyes, plus evil eye
bead and metal leaf beads.
Hang any where for protection or decor. Pewter 10”

$8.95

FWH020

Angel Wings Evil Eye wall hanging
20mm Angelite platonic solids
Bright metal angel wings 2
Representing the five basic
1/2” wide encircle a blown
elements of earth, air, fire,
glass heart evil eye. Has
water, and the universe.
loop to hang it from where
Each shape with its correever you like and long royal
sponding element associablue tassel. Overall 10”
tion. These 5 shapes come
in a set and are made from

$4.95

FWH022

$36.95

GANGPS
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Salt Lamp 9” to 11” (c)
Salt Lamp 6” (c)
Colored with natural
minerals, such as iron,
these lamps are wonderful examples of the natural
wonders that can be found
within the earth. Each lamp
is created with a large piece

$47.95

$18.95

GSLLC

Glass teapot w/ Warmer
4” Onyx bowl
This teapot will keep itself
warm with the help of the
warming holder base which
holds a tea light. Comes
with a metal support vent
and a clear glass tea strainer
that fits into the teapot.

$38.95

$49.95

GSLMC

RBO4

6” Phrenology Head
This antiqued human head
has distressed words,
symbols and mapped areas
relating to the pseudoscience of Phrenology.

$29.95

RH281

4” Tonna Tessalata shell
Bring the beach into your
home or environment with
this beautiful Tonna Tessalata shell. 4” length and
size may vary.

$7.95

IB7972

3 piece Feasting set
These beautiful green onyx
A 3 piece eating set made
bowls can perfectly suit any
from carbon steel in a mecircumstance. This dish can
dieval style suitable for use
be used upon your altar, or
or display. 6” and comes
anywhere you need a place
with a holder. Set may have
to put your small items.
oil on it and in bag, used to
They are approximately 4”
protect it and may need to

$12.95

LT051

8” Phrenology Head
This antiqued human head
has distressed words,
symbols and mapped areas
relating to the pseudoscience of Phrenology. 8” x 6”
x 5”.

Colored with natural
minerals, such as iron,
these lamps are wonderful examples of the natural
wonders that can be found
within the earth. Each lamp
is created with a large piece

RH711

$42.95

RF885

Alchemy Palmistry Hand
A wonderful tool for
magical study, the Alchemy
Palmistry Hand depicts a
human hand as though it
were taken from a corpse.
Cold cast resin: 10 1/2” x 5”
x 3 1.2”

$44.95

RP916

Skull: Pentagram (Mystic)
Decorated with alchemical markings and mystic
symbols, this realistically
designed, cold cast-resin
statue each uniquely
sculpted into the image of
a human skull. May have

10 1/4” Buddha blue clothing
This depiction of a seated
Buddha with the right
hand raised and facing
outwards has two common
meanings. The first is that
of the Protection Buddha,
as the raised right hand

9 1/2” Buddha rhinestone sash
This depiction of a seated
Buddha with the right
hand raised and facing
outwards has two common
meanings. The first is that
of the Protection Buddha,
as the raised right hand

$32.95

$31.95

$24.95

Red Buddha set

RS839

SB2875

SB2877

Gold Hotai Buddha set
12” Sitting Buddha
A set of six laughing BudA set of six statues in the
Everyone loves the symbol
dha statues glazed a deep
style of the Hotai Buddha
of Buddha – but now fun
burgundy. Includes all six
which shows the Buddha
contemporary colors make
statues shown. Each statue
embodying six different
the beloved symbol a strikis different and full of life.
attributes of good fortune
ing and insightful piece of
Size varies slightly from the
and great luck. Statues vary
home décor. Bring Zen to
average of 1 3/4” x 1” X 1”
slightly from 2” x 1 1/4”
your living spaces! This

$8.95

$28.95

SB350

Winged Cat Gargoyle 6 1/2”
This wonderful resin cast
of a gargoyle cat with his
wings spread and his fangs
showing. 6 1/2” x 8” x 4”.

$35.95

$8.95

SB311

7 3/4” turquoise Buddha
Traditional and beloved
Buddha is transformed
into a contemporary and
fun piece of home decor.
The Buddha’s hand is in
the Vitarka Mudra position - opening up the mind

SC321

5” Buddha

SB313

$60.95

SB347

Cat & Pentagram plaque 7 1/2”
An intricately detailed
Blending marvelous details
statue of the Buddha shown
with vines and Celtic knot
sitting serenely seated in
work entangled around a
a meditative pose. The
Crescent Moon and a penBuddha’s Crown Chakra is
tagram, within the center
highlighted by large disk
of which rests a black cat
wreathed in flame and lotus
with a cute pink collar and

$17.95

SB428

$22.95

SC004

18” Dragon Globe
Ram Horned Gargoyle 6”
Beautiful painted dragon
Known for decorating meglobe resembling the Phoedieval buildings, gargoyles
nix Dragon with the red and
have are known in modern
gold fire tones. Amazing detimes as symbols of protectail all around this working
tion. Place this ram horned
globe. 18” and made with a
gargoyle in your home
solid resin.
to help ward off negative

$144.95

SD2942

$34.95

SG545
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Gargoyle Guardian 6”
This fierce gargoyle statue
stands with a fist cocked
back as though he is ready
to strike out at whatever
might harm that which he
protects. 6”

$32.95
Loki

Greenman plaque
Open Wings Isis
An amazing Greenman wall
An impressively detailed
plaque created with built
wall plaque of a Isis with
up levels of detail made of
full wings unfurled. Made
leaves, clover, vines and
from hand painted, cold
acorns. Hand painted to
cast resin. 12 1/4” x 11 3/4”
simulate copper with a
x 2”
heavy patina. Cold Cast

$66.95

SG546

$63.95

6 1/2” Om wall decoration
Om is part of the iconography found in ancient and
medieval era manuscripts,
temples, monasteries and
spiritual retreats in Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. Om can be as it being

$14.95

$99.95

SL452

$31.95

$94.95

SOMW

SR729

$18.95
Triple Goddess

SS2812

ST730

SI107

The chief of the Norse Gods
and ruler of Asgard, Odin,
is shown here in a bust of
his head and shoulders.
Appearing stern and wise,
with one eye and the fierce
armor of battle, it is easy

$89.95

SM715

$22.95

SP084

SO280

SP562

5” Sphinx Pedestal Bowl
Celebrating the noble raven,
Three Sphinxes sit upon
this is an elegant detailed
a pedestal with wings
statue displaying the black
stretched out supporting
winged bird poised upon a
this ritual bowl. Adorned
rocky outcropping, lookwith hieroglyphics along
ing backwards over its own
the inside of the bowl, and
shoulder. 6” x 2” x 3”
a finely detailed outer pat-

$31.95

$9.95

$50.95

$79.95

SR731

2 1/2” Day of the Dead skull
Beautiful Day of the Dead
skulls with traditional
colors and patterns. Perfect
size to put on any area as
a way to remember and
honor your deceased loved
ones.

Thor bust 14”

ST869

Thor Hammer

SS050

Fully capturing this fierce
aspect of, this cold cast resin
bust presents the head and
shoulders of Thor, with a
single arm rising up to cross
his chest, its hand gripping
the fabled hammer Mjolnir.

$79.95

SSKULL

12” Thor’s Plaque
A beautiful depiction of
This grand Thor’s hammer
the cycle of life and the
is antique white bone color
Triple Goddess on this wall
with brown highlights and
plaque showing the Maid,
has deep design relief for
Mother and Crone, the
quality detail for viewing
triple moons, the Tree of
near or far. Cold cast resin
Life and various other Celtic
comes with attached metal

$80.95

11” Odin Bust

Forest Pentagram Dragon 13”
Pentagram wall hanging 9”
From the artwork of Anne
This wall hanging has
Stokes, a beautiful fusion of
been carved from a solid
the natural with the magipiece of wood and stained
cal, the forest pentagram
black, and displays the five
dragon portrays a verdant
pointed star of a Pentagreen dragon with its
gram; an ancient symbol of
serpentine body entangled
mysticism. Hanger bracket

Raven down 5 1/2”
Raven back 6”
Reminiscent of the poem
“The Raven” by Edgar Allen Poe, this detailed statue
portrays a raven looking
down, offering somewhat
of a more sinister perspective upon the noble raven. 5
4 1/2” Steampunk Skull
Steampunk Skull Screws,
Gears, Nuts &amp; Bolts
Cold Cast Resin 6 x 5 x 3
1/2 inches.

$66.95

SG700

17” Maiden, Mother, Crone wall mirror
This bust is a proud and
A beautifully designed
fierce representation of Loli,
solid oval wall mirror of
Norse God of Mischief.
the Maiden, Mother, and
Cold Cast Resin. 11” x 7”
Crone, entwined within a
x 4”
detailed tree branch, that is
wrapped with ivy, bordering the frame of the oval

ST451

A finely detailed Thor
Hammer wall mount,
detailed with turquoise
blue base colors, entwined
with a beautifully detailed
gold armor. Thor’s mighty
hammer commanding the

$45.95

STV29

Wheel of the Year plaque
Yoga Goddess 8”
Yoga Goddess 12”
This wheel is detailed with
A simplified form of the
A simplified form of the
nature items: pumpkin,
divine feminine in a seated
divine feminine in a seated
acorns, nest eggs and more.
contemplative pose. Cold
contemplative pose. Cold
A wonderful plaque to
Cast Resin. 8 1/4” x 5 1/2”
Cast Resin. 12” x 8” x 4”
honor life, family, friends,
x 2 1/2”
bounty, and to welcome all.
Light earth brown. Hand

$51.95

SW727

$25.95

SY434

$68.95

SY435
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8” Lotus Yoga Goddess
8” Meditative Yoga Goddess
Sun God curtain 44”x88”
Our ever popular Yoga
Our ever popular Yoga
A stunning celestial display
Goddess line has expanded
Goddess line has expanded
in a curtain that may be
once again to include our
once again to include our
hung in any window or
favorite versions yet! Their
favorite versions yet! Their
open wall space. Hand dyed
aura seemingly permeates…
aura seemingly permeates…
and 100% cotton. 44” x 88”
bringing calm and serenbringing calm and serenity to your home or office.
ity to your home or office.

$34.95

SY436

$32.95

SY437

$28.95

WC77SG

Om curtain pair 22”x72”
Sun & Moon curtain 22”x72”
Suns & Stars curtains 22”x72”
Celebrate the universal
A hand dyed pair of curThese gauzy cotton curdivine with these gauzy
tains featuring a border
tains, comes as a pair with
blue-green curtains that
and central display of Suns,
2 panels that allows light
have been accented with
Moons & Stars. Pairs well
to filter through. A colorful
a pattern of intricate Om
with WTTD83. 2 curtains
array of purples turquoise,
symbols; the perfect way to
per pack. 100% Hand Tieblue, yellow, orange and
dress the windows in your
dyed Cotton.
green color base, that run

$23.95

WC80OM

$22.95

WC80SMB

Three Pentagrams Curtain pair 18”x72”
Tree of Life curtain 44” x 88”
These gauzy cotton curA powerful and dynamic
tains hang are a beautiful
symbol of Celtic heritage
addition for your sacred
with a large central Tree
space, with a deep purple
of Life in the center whose
coloring that allows light to
roots and branches create
filter through the Pentaa complex Celtic knot. The
gram patterns on its surface.
central design is repeated

$22.95

WC80WP

$28.95

WSC77TL

$22.95

WC80SS

Triple Moon curtain 44” x 88”
This large 44” by 88” curtain features a large triple
moon with a pentacle at it’s
center. The four corners are
decorated with smaller versions of the central symbol
and interlaced pentacles.

$28.95

WSC77TM
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